
Including Dwight in the game messes with novels’ timeline. 
 
”A Dame to Kill For – part 1” 

• Ava Lord contacts Dwight and asks to meet him. Ava mentions that it has been 
about four years since they last saw each other and Dwight agrees. Manute 
interrupts their meeting. Fearing for her safety, Dwight goes to ‘Kadie’s’ and 
recruits the help of Marv. Shellie lectures Dwight at having not seen nor heard 
from him in six months.  

• Marv and Dwight attack the home of Damien and Ava Lord. Marv fights Manute, 
and Manute loses his eye in the process. After Damien is killed, Dwight is taken 
to Old Town by Marv, badly wounded. 

 
Dwight's facelift & recovery  

• Dwight begins to be rehabilitated at this point. Gail, Dwight, Miho and Shellie 
develop a plan to get revenge on Ava Lord. Gail and the others tell Shellie that 
Dwight is still alive, and brief her on what she should tell the cops. 

• On this same night, Delia (aka Blue Eyes) is inducted into the services of 
Wallenquist, placing her in league with the Colonel. Marv is at the bar when Delia 
sweeps off with her prey, happily resuming his nocturnal drinking habits.  

 
“The Hard Goodbye” 

• One night, possibly the same one as Blue Eyes, Marv meets Goldie at Kadie's. 
The Hard Goodbye begins with Marv waking up and finding Goldie’s lifeless 
body. 

• In the beginning of Marv’s rampage, he goes to “Kadie’s” to try and draw 
attention to himself. On the same night, Mort and Bob arrive at 'Kadie’s' (mere 
seconds after Marv’s arrival) and interview Shellie about Dwight's whereabouts 
following the murder of Damien Lord. She tells them everything Gail briefed her 
on in Blue Eyes and sends them on their way. Manute is also briefly seen 
interacting with the Colonel, sporting a neck brace.  

• A few days into Marv’s rampage, Bob (Hartigan's former partner in That Yellow 
Bastard) is shot dead by his partner Mort, who takes his own life (A Dame to Kill 
For). 

 
”A Dame to Kill For – part 2” - Dwight recovered, has a new face. 

• Less than three months later, Ava and Wallenquist unite their criminal empires. 
Dwight McCarthy (with a new face), Miho, and Gail raid Ava Lord’s estate, with 
Manute being gravely injured by both Miho and Dwight. Dwight kills Ava. 
(Gameplay ends)  

 
Just Another Saturday Night occurs four years before The Hard Goodbye. 
Just Another Saturday Night and That Yellow Bastard are set on a snowy night in Winter 
whilst The Hard Goodbye is set on a hot Summer night. Trying to say that Just Another 
Saturday Night is set on the same night as The Hard Goodbye means screwing with the 
timeline of the novels and possibly pissing off the Sin City fans. 


